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A general theory of polymer adsorption at a semi-permeable oil-water interface of the biphasic solution is presented. The 
configurational factor of the solution in the presence of the semi-open boundary at the interface is evaluated by the quasi
crystalline lattice model. The present theory gives the feature of the bulk concentration equilibria between oil-water subsys
tems and the surface excesses of and r3 of the polymer segments as a function of the degree of polymerization r, the 
Flory-Huggins parameter in g・phase 弗，the differential adsorption energy parameter in ^-phase xj, the differential interac
tion energy parameter and 난】e bulk concentration of the polymer in 缶phase甲?'힌 From our numerical results, the char
acteristics of rQ are shown to be significantly different from those of 1" in the case of high polymers, and this would be the 
most apparent feature of the adsorption behavior of the polymer at a semi-permeable oil-water interface, which is sensitively 
dependent on A% and r.

Introduction

The adsorption behavior of the polymer at an interface 
from its solution is of great importance in theoretical and 
practical aspects, and it plays an essential role in colloid 
science, such as adhesion, flocculation, stablization and 
destabilization of colloid particles by polymeric additives. 
But, there have been comparatively little researches con
cerned with the adsorption of polymer molecules at a ^semi- 
permeable1' liquid-liquid interface which only the solute 
molecules can penetrate. Most of researches1'7 in adsorption 
phenomena of the polymer have been confined to the adsorp
tion behavior at the impermeable interface from binary poly
mer solution. Recently, Halperin and Pincus8 have developed 
a theory of adsorption behavior at a liquid-liquid interface 
based on the van der Waals-Cahn-de Gennes theory.942 This 
theory, though presenting the semi-quantitative descriptions 
of the adsorption behavior, comprehensively made the the
oretical demonstration of the polymer adsorption behavior at 
a liquid-liquid interface.

In the case of a ternary mixture consisting of the polymer 
and the biphasic solvents, the adsorption behavior of the 
polymer at a semi-permeable liquid-liquid interface may be 
quite different from the corresponding case of impermeable 
interface and significantly pertaining to wetting behavior, 
stabilization of emiHsion and colloidal dispersion by polyme
ric additives, etc. Each walk of a polymer chain near or at the 
interface is considerably influenced by its solubility factors 

determined by the biphasic solvents. Therefore, unlike the 
feature of an impermeable interface, at only one side of 
which the polymer adsorption takes place, the possible seg
mental walk of a polymer chain at the semi-permeable liquid
liquid interface under consideration may be allowed for pass
ing through the interface from one phase into another. From 
the results of our numerical calculation, the adsorption 
amount of the polymer in poor phase is considerably recogni
zable even when its solubility in poor solvent is extremely 
small, and its adsorption behavior in poor phase is signifi
cantly different from that in good phase.

In this paper, we present a general theory of polymer 
adsorption from its biphasic solutions at a semi-permeable 
liquid-liquid interface. Our theory is based on a quasi-cry
stalline lattice model consisting of lattice layers parallel to 
the interface. The expression for the configurational term of 
present system is derived by a lattice statistics closely similar 
to the one used by Flory13,14 in his works of Flory-Huggins 
lattice model of ideal polymer solution. The lattice model in 
our theory has a semi-open boundary at the interface. There
fore, at first we derive a general expression for the configu
rational term of the arbitrary lattice and apply this general 
expression to the present system. This procedure is closely 
similar to the one used in comprehensive lattice model of the 
polymer adsorption at an impermeable interface by Roe,4 but 
the reference state of each phase in our system corresponds 
to its bulk polymer solution instead of the amorphous poly
mer state as assumed in ealier lattice theories.4-6
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Theory

Model and Approximations. At first we consider a ter
nary mixture system consisting of a monodisperse polymer 
and two immiscible solvents. Then, there is a semi-perme- 
able liquid-liquid interface formed by the biphasic solvents, 
through which the penetration of the solute molecules is ex
clusively allowed. In order to simplify the theoretical ap
proach of our work, the present system is assumed to be con
fined to the normal liquid solution type. Therefore, we adapt 
the usual quasi-crystalline lattice model and the Bragg- 
Williams approximation of random mixing. Thus (i) the lat
tice type is completely conserved through the entire system, 
(ii) The size effects of the dissimilar solvents are assumed to 
be of no significance, and the size of a solvent molecule in 
one phase and that of a polymer segment are assumed to be 
equal to that of a solvent molecule in another phase, (iii) The 
flexibility of a polymer chain is conserved not only in each 
bulk phase of the system but also near the interface.

The system under consideration consists of a ternary mix
ture of TV： of a-solvent molecules, A" of /^-solvent molecules 
and N2 polymer molecules of rmer in the presence of a planar 
liquid-liquid interface of area A.伊phase is currently defined 
as the good solvent-based phase (oil), and a-phase compara
tively as the poor solvent-based one (water). The lattice is 
divided into layers Of lattice sites parallel to the interface, 
labeled by the numerical order from the interface to each 
phase, so that

a (z) = ail), a (2),…，a (M) (a - phase) (1)
3 G) = 6⑴,乃(2),…，£ (")(/?_ phase) (2)

where, for example, a(i) simply designates zth layer labeled 
from the interface in a-phase. Each layer consists of L lattice 
sites, so that

A = aL (3)
where a is the contact area per monomer molecule, and

(M+ M')・ L = Nf+ M+ rN2. (4)
If z is the coordination number of the lattice, a lattice site in 
each layer has z nearest neighbors, of which Iz are in the 
same layer and mz are in each of the adjacent layers, that is, 
Z+2w = l.

The volume fractions of three components in layer a(0 or 
are accordingly written as

血즈")
硏,=女，铲for f, B, ⑸ 

where and the numbers of the solvent molecules
and the polymer segments in layer 兀(/). Far from the inter
face, these volume fractions approach the equilibrium bulk 
volume fractions 啊中；*for= B、respectively.

Partition Function. The formulation of the partition 
function corresponding to the whole ternary mixture system 
is somewhat complicated because there is a planar boundary 
dividing the biphasic subsystems. Therefore, instead, we de
fine the equilibrium canonical partition functions correspon
ding to each of two subsystems divided by the interface, res
pectively. The equilibrium canonical partition function Q자① 
V, 4,卩{针"；9깔"'}) corresponding to ^-subsystem 
can be written as
Qn= Qf- Q?' Q exp (- U^/KT) f for & (6) 

Here Q； corresponds to the partition function of pure mono
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mer liquid consisting of N： molecules and Q? the same for 
pure polymer liquid. Q*is  나le configurational factor which 
gives the expectation number or ^--subsystem and will be 
derived in details in the next section. The energy term UKoi 
兀-subsystem in eqn 6 gives the expression of the interaction 
of solvent-polymer segement pairs both in bulk phase and at 
the interface, including the repulsion factor between dissi
milar a -^solvent pairs at the interface. Thus, Ua in a -phase 
can be written as

Ua=L-\uSS-"'牛"牛中"

+LkT-X° f 術''i 爲"'e (7) 
i = I y = -i

where 竣 corresponds to the repulsion energy between dis
similar solvents (a-solvent and ^-solvent) at the interface, 
the interaction energy between a polymer segment and a 
^-solvent molecule at the interface, the Flory-Huggins 
interaction energy parameter in a-phase, x±1 = w, and A0 = Z, 
respectively. Similarly, in ^-phase, we have

颯=丄小腭・妒。+必・戒，牛g俨
q W, 1

+」財「片£ "七上⑷破3 , ⑻

where the parameters in eqn 8 can be defined by the same 
manner in eqn 7. From the approximation that the lattice 
type is conserved through the whole system as mentioned 
previously, namely, A°= Ajfor the same value of we assu
me that the interaction type is conserved even at the inter
face as well as in each of the bulk phases.
Therefore, we have

u^/kT-u^/kT^Xo, ⑼

uSP/kT = mX?,竭/*T f 荘. (10)

Derivation of Q 匕 Each possible walk of a polymer chain 
for consecutive placements on the lattice sites in each of the 
adsorption layers is determined by the concentrations of the 
polymer segments not only in the same layer but also in the 
adjacent layers. Furthermore, the walk of a polymer chain at 
the interface under consideration is allowed for passing 
through the interface from one phase to another, according 
to not only its solubility factor determined by the difference 
of interaction energy between two phases but also the 
concentrations of the polymer segments in the first layers of 
two biphasic subsystems. Since the feature of each sub
system in this ternary system is closely similar to that of the 
adsorption behavior at an impermeable interface from the 
simple binary liquid mixtures only except the semi-open 
planar boundary of the interface in this system, we derive a 
general expression for 이 ”of binary polymer solution consis
ting of the concentration distribution of the adsorption layers 
with an arbitrary planar semi-open boundary at the interface. 
For practical conveniences, we adapt the Roe's procedure4 
because of its comprehensibility.

We write 

where wk is the expecting number of ways of placing a rmer 
molecule after (k-1) rmer molecules have already been oc
cupied on the lattice. We consider zth adsorption layer, on 
which sik_l segments have been previously occupied. The 
number of ways for arranging 虹h polymer m이ecule, then, 
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can be written as
o"=〔方些 1 彖〕• II a)k,j 。2)

i= 1 €/ = 0 J — 2
where 财 is the number of ways for arranging e^4 segments 
randomly on £th adsorption layer and wkj is the number of 
ways for possible walks according to the concentration distri
bution of the polymer segments in the adsorption layers.

The number of possible placements of the first segment of 
feth polymer molecule on zth adsorption layer is simply ob
tained as

(L- r ?c-i) Q3)

where 勺草1 is the number of polymer segment음 which have 
already been placed after Q-l)th polymer molecules occupied 
the adsorption layers. If we define i(kj) by the layer number 
on which the/th segment of the feth polymer molecule is plac
ed, then the number of possible site앙 available to arrange
ment by the second segment is obtained as

=2*  Z 人卩/云 i)+v (M)V — — 1
Similarly, for the number of possible placements of the jth 
segment for ;>3, we obtain

=z Z 人Jgi + 队 (15)V= —1

where f的# is defined as the expectancy th죠t a site on the 
i(k,泓h layer, adjacent to the jth segment, is vacant, and 
z'三 z-l for the ideal flexible polymer chain as proposed by 
Flory.13,14 Thus, wk is obtained as

«jt= [ n (L-e,,*-.)]  - h (z-i)-( .(16)

As discussed by Roe,4/^can be obtained by the average 
value for all sites on the i(^j)th layer. Its average value is ex
plicitly relevant to the number of vacant sites on the i(ktj) + v 
layer for v = ± 1. Additionally, the dependence of/.(M+v on 
the concentrations of the same and adjacent layers should be 
taken into account because of the anisotropic character of the 
concentration profile in adsorption layers. Therefore, we as
sume that, like Roe's method,4 is proportional to 
q깽This factor is also divided by 曲頌 as the constraint of 
the possible placement of the preceding segment on 
layer. Thus,/泄丿危 can be written a앙

쑝爲:〕•〔"广* 〕. (17)<p2 L
where €ifkj)+v is the number of segments on 心印 th layer. 
If we focus our attention on /th adsorption layer, 티块心 can 
be replaced by e p which is only used as a dummy variable 
upon calculating the multiple product in Q. Thu옹, wk is rear- 
ra교ged as follows.

〔긍〕2. 女槌* 严

. h “方./- 叫 (18)

Since we consider that there are 说 polymer segments on 
the /th layer, the contributions of N2 polymer molecule요 to :th 
adsorption layer would be equal to the amount of 如,and 
the upper ranking number of e,-becomes n^-1. Thus, Qis ob
tained as follows:

m L!
"W/r) 1 'n{!

z~l (1 - 1/r)
一厂〕

•〔出爲扩7破产'"山)• (19)

Here the non-local factor (final expression in the above equa
tion) is converged to 1 in the case of bulk solution limit when 
£—8・ Accordingly, the logarithm of Q becomes

In Q= - " In #+( tpz/r ) ln(^/r) - (1 - 1/r)但

In ((2 - 1) /e) - (1 - 1/r)

In〔顶E 时〕} (20)

The boundary condition in flat or near the interface, when 
applied to present ternary system having a semi-open boun
dary at interface, is easily obtained by the relation that, for 
example, the region when a(i) <0 belongs to /3-phase. In other 
words, 甲？"，when a(0<0-

Bulk concentration equilibria, concentration distri
bution, adsorption, interfacial tension. The equilibrium 
bulk concentrations of the two biphasic solutions can be easi
ly determined by the condition of equal value of the chemical 
potential of a polymer molecule in bulk polymer phases of 
two subsystems. Therefore, we have the simple relation as 
follows:

「3 InQ"] o(*I  —「。InQ% s(*) (21)
a n2 o nz

Thus, from eqns 6-8, 20, and 21, we obtain following relation 
of equilibrium bulk concentrations of two biphasic solutions:
(l/r)-ln(，姓e/ 破*) +(i —I/,).(做*)

+ 厶払)・(1一破E)」；匕笋)(1—祷*尸=0・(22)

where 厶

The equilibrium concentration profile in each phase is ob
tained by the maximum term method used by Roe4 as fol
lows:

rajnQ2> =rajnQ^,
3 姪")9 T，V、L (23)

Then, the corresponding expression for the concentration 
profile in each of the two biphasic solutions is obtained as
In育5-(1/必In "提+(1-1/尸)小〔’£入“硏成/孑产〕 

时(s〃)
+ (l-l/r)<Z— —n-ti-ju+p) i 1〕+ 我 l),7M

"弘u啊

+ 吃£人(时*」y")=ln "*- (1/，)小"成

+ "*),  for LCX, £, 亿4)

where XS=Xo~mXl X°= Xo - mA and
編)函)is Kronecker^ delta.

As a measure of extent of polymer adsorption at the inter
face, we adapt the usual definition of surface exce앙s of poly
mer segments per surface site as follow:

ra=zi( 铲- 竣새"), (25)

(硏_ 竣"). (26)
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Figure 1. The bulk concentration of the polymer in a-phase 甲投）is 
plotted against $7 2（*J in g-phase, for zp=0.5,/?=1.0,4Zp=-0.1. The 
values of degree of polymerization rare indicated. Note the abrupt 
increasing regions of 孕啰for r= 100, 1000.

Figure 2. Segment density profiles 伊界）and 甲兌）as a function of the 
distance from the interface, for 尸=1000,，g=0.5, %?=L0 and 

시）丄 Note that each line corresponds to the whole density pro
file of the system obtained from the reference concentration of the 
polymer in bulk Qphase 归獻*） as shown.

The interfacial tension of this system can be derived from 
the surface excess Gibbs free energy as shown by Roe4. The 
interfacial tension of /9-phase is accordingly obtained a동

rea =（為 国州+"以旨城叫 a„
kT kT ”

+ f I《福（成叫 婢＜*＞ ）+（源s/»ln（破"）/破* ） 
i= I

4-（l-l/r）-C（ ：̂l-戒* ） 一 裆' ln（ZAv ^（i+v7 9舛）〕

+ ；洽〔啊旳（字丄戒'*  一戒捉）—"* ）（戒（27） 

where a=AIL. The interfacial tension of a-phase can be ob
tained by the same manner given above.

Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, we present some numerical results elu
cidating the characteristics of bulk concentration equilibria 
between two biphasic subsystems and the adsorption 
behavior, with the surface excesses ra and F3, concerned with 
the parameter set 泌对？ r,写 落and&払 During calculation, 
we confine our system to an ideal flexible polymer solution 
system neglecting the phase separation phenomenon in poor 
phase and a close-packed hexagonal lattice: A0 = 0.5, 
入 ±1 = 0.25. The numerical results in this work are obtained 
from a successive approximation procedure as fully discuss
ed by Roe.4 Initially, we determine the bulk concentration of 
a-phase by solving eqn 22 according to the bulk concentra
tion of /9-phase as the reference concentration. Then, as a 
first approximation, we find the concentration profiles in two 
biphasic solutions by solving eqn 24 in the case that the sys
tem has an impermeable interface, and the non-local factor is 
equal to 1 in eqn 20. From the initial data, we determine the 
resulting concentration profile of the whole system.

Figure 1 presents the numerical results showing how the 
parameters of the system such as X?. Xa, AxP and r affect the 
bulk concentration of a-phase against the reference one of

Figure 3. Surface excesses in two phase faand T^are plotted against 
the bulk concentration of the polymer in -phase, for = 0.5, 
Xa= 1.0,4" = -0.1. The values of degree of polymerization r are indi
cated.

^-phase. In this figure, at higher values of the degree of poly
merization （r= 102,103） of the solute, there are characteristic 
regions in which the rapid increase against 夕甘히 oc- 
curs. This phenomenon demonstrates that the solubility of 
the polymer in c-phase depends largely on the differential in
teraction energy parameteras well as the chain length of 
the polymer r. Below the characteristic region, the polymer 
molecule is unfavorable in a-phase, therefore the penetration 
of the polymer molecule through the interface would be al
lowed within only a few layers. Theoretically, the absolute
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Figure 4. Surface excess in a-phase ra is plotted against 戒「），for 
r = 1000, Xp = 0.5,”= 1.0. The values ofzXt>are indicated. The peak 
position is shifted to the high 謨「）is decreasing.

Figure 5. Similar to Figure 4, but for the large negative values of 
AZp. There is no peak of Ta in this case.

impermeable interface is extremely obtained when 
and 甲铲）=0 for all fs.

In Figure 2, the typical concentration profiles of the sys
tem under consideration as a function of the distance from 
the interface are shown. At lower concentrations of the poly
mer, the segment concentration of the adsorption layer slow
ly converges to that of bulk phase, and the polymer concen
tration of a-phase is shown to be about 0. This feature of the 
low concentration of the polymer in ^9-phase demonstrates 
that the permeability of the polymer into the a-phase is large
ly restricted by its less favorability in a-phase and nearly re

flected from the bulk a-phase, thus there are a few layers in 
a -phase where the polymer segments can be found.

Figure 3 shows the dependence of ra and r° on the de
gree of polymerization of the solute r. As shown in this fea- 
gure, the shape of ra is similar to that of V at lower r. But, 
at higher r, there is a considerable dissimilarity between Va 
and F3. In this case, the shape of r0 is closely similar to the 
one in the case of adsorption at a impermeable interface. 
Compared with Figure 1, ra in Figure 3 when r-103 has a 
sharp peak indicating that there is a rapid increase of 甲？ 

from this point. This sharp peak of ra maybe the characteri
stic behavior of the polymer adsorption at a liquid-liquid in
terface compared with the case of the impermeable interface. 
Figures 4-5 show how ra depends on 厶夺，In Figure 4, the 
peak position shifts to high 甲冬c as厶夺 i오 decreasing. At the 
peak position, ra has a maximum value. Since the adsorption 
entropy is given by厶跖/£成= ln（fl/fi°）, where Q° corresponds 
to the configurational term of the normal solution limit 
without the interface, the maximum point of 4疆 is shown at 
that of ra. In Figure 5, the case of large negative values of 
^Xp is demonstrated. In this case, the calculated values of 归歩） 

are less than about IO-100 at almost entire range of 卩笋）,but 
the adsorption of the polymer in a-phase near the interface is 
apparently recognizable even when 戒is small. Therefore, 
it may be considered thatd/p give more sensitive effect on 
the adsorption phenomena of the polymer at the liquid-liquid 
interface, and this parameter is the significant factor concer
ned with the stabilization of the emulsion by the polymer.

The dependence ofr^onlSand 部 fo“r=a,Fis also a criter
ion of the adsorption behavior of the polymer. The detailed 
numerical results is not presented here, but its qualitative 
feature can be deduced from the full discussion of the similar 
aspect in the case of impermeable interface demonstrated in 
authorsJ previous work,7 while there may b은 only a minor 
quantitative differences.

The influence of the size difference of the dissimilar sol
vent may give rise to the adsorption features shown prev
iously. If we designate the thickness between the adjacent 
adsorption layers by for ^-phase, then, in general, it is evi
dent that d%七 Therefore, the lattice types of the two phases 
are different each other, namely, A 2 J for the same value of 
虬 But, the contribution of the difference of the lattice types 
between two phases to the adsorption extent may be negligi
ble, since the numerical results are quantitatively indepen
dent of the lattice type as shown by Roe,4 while only minor 
differences may occur. Furthermore, the present theory may 
be also applied to the adsorption phenomena at the imperme
able interface. The boundary condition of the impermeable 
interface is simply obtained by the limiting condition that, for 
example,残⑴=0 for all fs. As a more practical interest, our 
theory may be applied to the oil/water interface in the case of 
the unusual polymers having the polar functional groups. 
Since the nature of the interaction type and the conformation 
of a polymer chain having the polar functional groups, dissol
ved in water-based solution, such as hydrogen bonding and 
self-aggregation of the polymer chain due to the large poority 
of water, may be quite different from those of the ideal 
polymers, in order to apply our work to the adsorption of the 
polymer having the polar functional groups from oil/water 
solutions, a more detailed consideration of the interaction 
type and the conformation of the polymer chain in water
based polymer solution may be the essential preliminary
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work.
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A dynamic laser light scattering system has been constructed using a personal computer. The intensity of the scatter light 
was detected with a photomultiplier tube and a photon counter. The BCD output of the photon counter which is proportional 
to the intensity of scattered light is fed into a personal computer via an interface card. The personal computer was programm
ed as an autocorrelator in machine language. The data acquisition rate of the system was about 600 samples/s which is ade
quate for studies on the molecular dynamics of concentrated polymer solutions, polymer latices with large particle size, and 
polymer glass systems. The constructed system was tested with polystyrene latex and the measured diameter of the latex 
partici agrees well with the supplier's value.

Introduction Experimental

Dynamic laser light scattering techniques are now among 
the most frequently adopted techniques in the study of mole
cular dynamics in polymer solutions and melts.b8 Especially, 
the photon-counting spectroscopy (PCS) has made it possible 
to study the chain dynamics in polymer melts4'5-8 for which 
the ordinary spectrum analysis technique suffers difficulties 
due to the extremely low intensities of the scattered light. 
The most expensive part of a commercial laser light scatter
ing system with a digital autocorrelation capability is the 
digital autocorrelator. However, if a personal computer can 
be used in place of an autocorrelator, such a light scattering 
system can be constructed at a very low cost. The object of 
this work was to construct a low cost laser light scattering 
system with such a capability and with a decent data acquisi
tion rate, then to use the instrument in researches on mole
cular dynamics of polymers.

The block diagram of the overall system is shown in 
Figure 1. A 1.5 mW He/Ne laser (Spectra Physics, 196-1) 
was used as a light source. A cylindrical Pyrex vial (25 mm in 
diameter) was used as a sample cell, which was placed in a 
thermostatted brass sample holder. A photomultiplier tube 
(PMT, Hamamatsu, R464) in conjunction with a photon
counter (Hamamatsu, C1230) was used to detect the scat
tered photons. The photon-counter includes several built-in 
units such as a preamplifier, a discriminator, a pulse counter, 
and a high voltage power supply for the PMT. The PMT 
gives current pulses at a rate which is proportional to the 
intensity of the scattered light. The current pulses are ampli
fied and discriminated by the preamplifier and the discrimin
ator, respectively. The pulse counter counts the photon 
pulses from the discriminator for a given time increment and 
the result is available as the output in binary coded decimal 
(BCD) format. The BCD output of the photon-counter is 
read, via an interface card, into a personal computer, Apple 
11 +compatible. An ADALAB™ Interface Card (Interactive 
Microwave, Inc.) was utilized to interface the computer with 
the photon counter. The circuit diagram and the programm-


